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About This Game

The legendary Sky Kingdom suddenly appears and a destructive barrage is unleashed upon an unsuspecting town. Play as the
Fairytale Detective and embark on an investigation to rescue the townspeople. In this quest, you will meet Jack - an infamous

treasure hunter who shares a secret past with the Kingdom - and discover the tragic history behind the chaos.

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Uncover the legendary Sky Kingdom
Adventure with Jack to rescue his fiancée

Breath-taking storyline and challenging gameplay
Bonus Gameplay – Rumpelstiltskin

Expertly crafted wallpapers and more!
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One hour into game I thought I had made a mistake buying it. But then as I played on and became more familiar, hmm, it's not
too bad. Now I'm hooked on it, I've still a lot to learn but I'm becoming addicted. One gripe, playing on normal the rivals have
gone bust very quickly, I'd bought some of their stock, money lost now, but so early in the game no way could I afford to buy
51% to gain control.
All in all I love this game.. I don't even remember why did I bought this game. But this is very fun game to play. Quite addictive
too actually. It's quite tricky. Some of them are logics and some are just complete mind fcked but yeah it's pretty fun game to
play. That feelings you have when you discover new sticker after a longtime got stuck was just fascinating. Good stuff. A great
overall party game. Controller support is a bit whack with my current setup, but I'm sure that can be iorned out with some
tinkering.

The chunkly game-feel is still here, and is probably one of the defining aspects of this game. The controls are deliberate, but
require a good amount of getting used to. Matches tend to be longer than other contemporaries but overall nothing to terribly
bad.

Solid 6/10 from me, offical server support and a drop-in-drop-out style for campaign maps would be the first two things I'd like
to see happen.. I bought this for 0,60\u20ac, not \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing worth it! DO NOT BUY THIS! And by the
way, this game is unplayable with a controller, it will vibrate THE WHOLE TIME, for no \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
reason, the controls are stupid, the cars feel stupid, you cannot see what's in front of you because the devs forgot to use
antialiasing on far objects. YES. H3VR meets Onward.

Not a lot of players atm. (in fact, I haven't played with anyone but myself yet), but when people scream REFUND and BAD
REVIEW the moment they realize that early access actually means EARLY access, no wonder the player base doesn't grow.

H3VR has great weapon interactions, but the developer refuses to implement multiplayer.
Onward has multiplayer, but terrible weapon interactions (guns are glued to your hand, so you can't drop them, take out your
sidearm with the other hand while your rifle is equipped, etc.).

Virtual Warfighter has both multiplayer and realistic weapon interaction. Just like H3VR, you can actually pull the pin of two
grenades and throw them at the same time, or even pick up dead enemies' weapons and dual wield rifles, etc.

If people buy this, and don't just frantically refund it the moment they spot one bug, or can't find a game, this game will grow to
be something awesome.

If you have any questions about the game, you can find me on the unofficial Discord server for the game 
https://discord.gg/ztu5d9K. At first Fractal: Make Blooms Not War feels like an easy puzzle game - just click there, and there,
twice over here and boom, level complete. After few levels it gets to the point where you start to doubt your skills. Be it
campaing or puzzle mode, there are sure to be levels which will make you head hurts. But if you ask me, that's actually a good
thing in this genre. The harder it gets, the more fun you get upon finishing it. And it will take longer than few hours to complete
everything this game can offer.. Great game. I'm loving it. If you raise the rifle to your face and aim, you actually seem to be
more accurate. The reload mechanics add to the immersion and the difficulty level is a nice gradient, easing you into the
mechanics.

I've only played the one map, defeated two of the big mofo's before my little shelter was overrun but the game never felt unfair.
I look forward to it's further development and this will be one that I frequently turn to for 'a zombie apocalypse' fix.

Update: The new updates and content make this game even better.
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A fun little game, with lots of cards to collect.

The game system is easy to grasp, but the strategic component makes it interesting.

A good game to pass time.. fun new maps but why didn't this come with the main game. Super interesting game. I personally
haven't played anything like it before. Sort of reminds me of games like FTL our Stellaris where you have to play it 4-5 times
before you can even reach a point where you feel in control of the game. The first few playthroughs were frustrating but in a fun
way. I would get mad at the game and instantly hit new game thinking "alright, I see what you did. I'll get you this time Japan!"

If you are into strategy games this is worth picking up.. I think that "rogue-lite" is really starting to be overused. This is a decent
game, I guess, but I just didn't find it to have much depth. Just having procgen layouts of levels isn't enough for me. The art
style is cool, but I felt like it was just a twin-stick shooter with an upgrade system, and I felt like I had seen everything the game
was going to offer after about 20 minutes.

It most reminded me of the kind of flash games I used to play on Kongregate. Decent enough, but not something I would buy
again.. Tongue Required Ahead, Ashen one!
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